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4. Character Follows 

Start off with feedback from Sunday's message. What did those that were there 
- or those that have caught up online - take away from it? What encouraged 
them, what informed them and what challenged them?  

Read Ephesians 5.1-20  

8 For you were once darkness, but now you are light in the Lord. Live as children of 
light 9 (for the fruit of the light consists in all goodness, righteousness and truth)10 and find 
out what pleases the Lord. 11 Have nothing to do with the fruitless deeds of darkness, but 
rather expose them. 

• The PE Teacher Problem. Have you ever thought of Christianity as a set of 
good behaviours to practise and bad habits to avoid, with a God who 
punishes or rewards us accordingly? What’s the danger in thinking like this 
and what does it lead to? 

• v3. ‘because these are improper’. Paul tells us not to engage in sexually impure, 
greedy or other negative behaviours, because they simply don’t fit us any 
more. They’re like baggy trousers. How do you feel about this? Have you 
ever experienced this reality? 

• v8. ‘now you are light in the Lord’.  How encouraging is it that your Character is 
not just determined by your Habits and Actions, but now flows out of the 
Identity God has given you? How does this change the way we live? 

• What things do you feel tempted to take your Identity FROM – work, friends, 
clubbing, drink, language, money, possessions etc? 

• How could you bring your new Jesus-given Identity TO the things in your 
life – work, friends, clubbing, drink, language, money, possessions etc? 

• What behaviours can you see in your own life that need to change because 
they don’t lead to a good future, please Jesus or fit with your new identity? 

• What would it look like for us as a group to model an alternative, radical 
lifestyle as children of the light in a world where ‘the days are evil’?  

Big Idea: ‘Character follows Identity. Our new, transformed Identity in Christ is 
Children of Light. Our Holy Calling is to live a life that fits that Identity, pleases 
Jesus and offers hope to the world around us.’ 

Pray through the Infinitum Prayer (attached) together as a group, with a leader 
reciting the words and others repeating them. Then break into smaller groups 
and pray for the areas of struggle in our lives. Pray for freedom from the grip of 
sin and for power for us to live out our new identity as children of light. 



Daily 
Prayer .

       I N F I N I T U M  

What does God’s love 
mean to you (feel like)

at the moment?

Am I complaining about 
others more than 

I am complimenting 
them?

Who has shown you
 love recently?

Where is Jesus 
challenging you to 

bring love?

Holy Spirit, you dwell within us and you teach us 
perfect love, which drives out all fear. Give us a spirit 

of courage, and make us bold enough to love one 
another without fear. Enable us to see that perfect love 

calls us to persevere in suffering and to trust beyond 
what is visible. 

- Common prayer for ordinary radicals

Have you sensed God’s 
presence this week?

I was reading a book this weekend that peers into the 
inner-life (or obvious lack of it in todays world) of Christian 
leaders. It was also my birthday and I’ve been reflecting on 
my own personal journey – the ups and the downs of life as 
I’ve lived it. On my Facebook page list of birthday greetings 

was one from a friend, ‘stay hungry’ is what he wrote. I guess 
it stuck with me because I started to wonder how we stay 

hungry for what matters in a world that stuffs us full of things 
that don’t. And it reminded me of what I had read this 
week-end – about the source of our spiritual power.

I have a habit of seeing the ‘overflow’ of God’s spirit as some-
thing poured into me from outside of me. It’s most likely 

because I have a western consumer view of life and 
everything is answered from outside of me. Or it could be the 

sermon illustration that involved a cup and a jug of water… 
I’m not sure.

But I’ve learned that I have internal suspicions about any-
thing that talks about inside of us or our innerself or listening 
to our own voice and routinely dismiss them as some kind of 

new age attempt to highjack my faith. In the past, I’ve 
declined invitations to monastic retreats ’cause “ain’t 

nobody got time for that” and counseling is something I refer
other people to, and I’ve heard yoga is a demonic influence 
that leaks confusion through my ‘third eye’. It kind of begs 

the question: ‘what am I so scared of?’

The book reminded me of Jesus’ words and instructions on 
the kingdom of God. He says it’s ‘inside of us’ and that 

streams of living water will flow from out of our belly (which is 
a reference to our inner-self). The image is not of a jug pour-
ing spiritual power into an empty cup but of the beginning of 

a well, bubbling up from the inside – becoming a source of 
life from, well, inside of us. I know, weird right. The kingdom 

of heaven is not over there or over here, Jesus said, but 
‘inside of you’. As I read the list of biblical passages where 
Jesus described the Kingdom of God I was shocked at how 

familiar his words are to me and how little I’ve applied them 
to attending my ‘inner self’.

From - To 
(a process and a confession)

From Fists up to Hands Up 

Lord I confess that I spend too much time 
defending and fighting my position, my 

attitudes, my opinions and my behaviour. 

I confess that I often fight against you - your 
plans and your will.

I confess that these hands do not reflect how 
you lived, and how I have experienced you.

Instead I choose to hold my hands up. I 
surrender all I have to you today

I choose surrender

If you are using the hand postures as a way 
to help you position your intention towards 
an Infinitum Life then you might find this 

process of “from and to” really helpful.

It came as an idea from the Vancouver gath-
ering where we were together discovering 

the necessary movements we all invariably
need in our lives.
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From Hands Clenched to Hands Open

Lord I confess I spend too much time desperately trying 
to hold onto what I believe to be mine.

I confess that I am fooled into thinking that I am defined 
by what I have and what I do.

I confess that these hands do not reflect how you lived, 
and how I have experienced you.

Instead I choose to hold my hands open. I choose to 
receive from you and give to others today.

I choose generosity

Lord I confess that I spend too much time preoccupied 
with my own issues.

I confess my cynicism, entrenchment and entitlement. 

I confess that these hands do not reflect how you lived, 
and how I have experienced you.

Instead I choose openness to your ways and your 
mission. I choose to embrace the adventure you call 

me into.

I choose mission.

From Arms Folded to Arms Open
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